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With the current product launch, we are pre-
senting the first products of a new generation 
of LED drivers. We simply refer to them as  
"Generation 4" or "GEN4" for short. This marks 
the culmination of a product development  
process that has occupied several years now.

What‘s new about our latest driver generation? 
First and foremost, it makes life easier for  
our customers. Larger operating windows mean  
greater versatility, our customers can cover  
areas with one driver for which two or three  
previously had to be kept in stock. Further  
miniaturisation offers new freedom in terms  

of luminaire design and saves valuable resources. 
Improved NFC programming makes configuration 
easier and more effective. All in all, this is more 
than a update. It is a completely new generation 
with new customer benefits.

The first GEN4 products can be found here and 
now in the booklet. Development continues  
and we‘ll keep you updated about the features 
that GEN4 will offer in the future curious about  
the features that GEN4 will offer in the future.

Your Tridonic-Team

Generation 4 
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The fourth generation of our drivers is the "next 
big thing" at Tridonic. With the current launch 
window, we are presenting the first products.  
Johann Hofer (on the left in the picture), Seg- 
ment Manager and David Wainowski (on the  
right-hand side), Product Manager LED drivers, 
answer our questions about the project, the  
ideas behind it and the most  important product 
features.

What was special about working on the GEN4 
project? Johann: When we looked at the market  
trends, we quickly realised that simply developing 
products  further was not enough. So we sat down 
with customers and analysed what is really in 
vogue and what is needed. From our side, all the 
specialist departments were involved. The result  
is a platform that is  future-proof and expandable.

3
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What advantages does the new Generation 4 
bring to our customers? Johann: The advantage 
is the platform. Of course, there are products  
behind it that we will introduce in several waves.
These respond to trends such as NFC program-
ming, larger operating windows and miniaturi-
sation. Above all this, however, we have global 
trends that are not directly related to the pro- 
perties of the individual articles. For example, the 
megatrend of sustainability, so we only use certi-
fied components. We see ourselves and our custo-
mers as equal partners and offer services that in-
clude even better advice on selecting components.

4
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What is the benefit of a large operating window? 
David: Simply, you can say: The larger the oper- 
ating window, the greater the versatility of a driver.   

An example might make it clearer: Here, we have 
two LED modules with the same dimensions but 
different numbers of LEDs. They could be installed 
in one and the same luminaire of one of our custo-
mers of which there are two performance levels.

With conventional technology, the customer would 
need two different drivers, and of course two  dif- 
ferent part numbers and storage locations. With 
Generation 4, however, one driver is enough for 
these two modules and many more. 

Generation 4 
In the interview 
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Johann was just talking about NFC. What does 
this mean and what is new about it? David: NFC 
stands for “Near Field Communication“. That‘s 
roughly what happens when you make cashless 
payments with a credit card. Our drivers can be 
programmed via NFC and our companionSUITE 
software. The whole system is  contactless and 
without the driver having to be connected to the 
mains. It's really fast, simple and absolutely reliable. 
If our customers wish, they can even programme  
a whole box of drivers at once. What‘s new is that 
we now offer this NFC capability on all drivers  
above the SNC line.

Can you give us a glimpse into  the future?  
Johann: Generation 4 will be with us for a long 
time. What we are currently introducing is  
just the  beginning. As I have just said – we  
are not talking about a new product here.  
This is an extensive programme with well over  
100 new articles.

Generation 4 
In the interview 



We are constantly updating our 
range with new technologies and  
innovative options. To help you  
find the product you are looking for 
quickly and easily, despite the ever- 
expanding range, we sometimes 
have to restructure our portfolio. 

Instead of four categories previ-
ously, we now have three: essence 
(SNC), excite (EXC) and premium 
(PRE), each of which performs  
different tasks and meets different 
needs. 

Wireless

DimmingNon dimming Non dimming

Dimming stepDIM Dimming

solid 
base

extra
flexibility 4  4SNC EXC

full
connectivity 4PRE

Portfolio overview
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With Generation 4, Tridonic drivers have reached new levels in 
many respects – with so many benefits for you. Not only in their 
applications but also in each step of luminaire production. The  
benefits include greater freedom for luminaire designers, a unique 
variety of systems and applications, and efficient handling and  
warehousing.  
 
Find out more about the new Generation 4 >

 
built

inspiring 
possibilities 4 4

https://www.tridonic.com/com/en/products/led-driver-generation-4-more-features.asp
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The fourth generation of the excite driver (EXC4) offers maximum  
flexibility for lighting systems that do not require dimming. Thanks to  
the large operating window, a single driver can cover a wide range  
of applications. The driver can be quickly programmed via the NFC  
interface and can be easily and wirelessly adapted even after installation.  
The slim, low-profile housing is only 16 mm high, which gives designers  
enormous freedom to create exceptional luminaires.

 — Constant current driver for luminaire installation

 — Efficiency of up to 95 %

 — Large operating window: 75 to 550 mA

 — Flexible output current via NFC interface

 — Quick and easy configuration via companionSUITE

 — Protection features: overtemperature, short circuit, overload 

 — No-load operation, input voltage range

 — Constant light output function (CLO)

 — Nominal lifetime up to 100,000 hours

Driver flexC NF h16 EXC4
LC 25 W / 40 W / 60 W

Available products
LC 25 W 75–350 mA flexC NF h16 EXC4
LC 40 W 75–400 mA flexC NF h16 EXC4
LC 60 W 75–330 mA flexC NF h16 EXC4
LC 60 W 150–550 mA flexC NF h16 EXC4

16 mm height

https://www.tridonic.com/com/de/products/led-treiber-lc-25w-75-350ma-flexc-nf-h16-exc4.asp
https://www.tridonic.com/com/de/products/led-treiber-lc-40w-75-400ma-flexc-nf-h16-exc4.asp
https://www.tridonic.com/com/de/products/led-treiber-lc-60w-75-330ma-flexc-nf-h16-exc4.asp
https://www.tridonic.com/com/de/products/led-treiber-lc-60w-150-550ma-flexc-nf-h16-exc4.asp
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16 mm height

The high flexibility of the 16 mm high excite driver series is given a further significant  
boost with the dimmable version. The one4all interface offers a number of different  
dimming options, making this driver ideal for more demanding applications. With an  
NFC interface for quick and easy programming and the large operating window of  
the fourth generation the ideal driver is always at hand. Thanks to lumDATA, energy,  
lighting and diagnostic data can be easily used for specific purposes.

 — lumDATA (DALI-2 Parts 251, 252 and 253)

 — Efficiency of up to 95 %

 — Dimming range: 1 to 100 %

 — Standby losses < 0.15 W

 — Large operating window: 50 to 550 mA

 — Output current can be flexibly adjusted via NFC interface

 — Quick and easy configuration via companionSUITE

 — Overvoltage and undervoltage monitoring

 — Constant light output function (CLO)

 — Power-up fading and fade2zero

 — Nominal lifetime up to 100,000 hours

Driver o4a NF h16 EXC4
LC 25 W / 40 W / 60 W

Available products
LC 25 W 50–350 mA o4a NFC h16 EXC4
LC 40 W 75–400 mA o4a NFC h16 EXC4
LC 60 W 75–330 mA o4a NFC h16 EXC4
LC 60 W 150–550 mA o4a NFC h16 EXC4

https://www.tridonic.com/com/en/products/led-driver-lc-25w-50-350ma-o4a-nfc-h16-exc4.asp
https://www.tridonic.com/com/en/products/led-driver-lc-40w-75-400ma-o4a-nfc-h16-exc4.asp
https://www.tridonic.com/com/de/products/led-treiber-lc-40w-75-400ma-flexc-nf-h16-exc4.asp
https://www.tridonic.com/com/en/products/led-driver-lc-60w-75-330ma-o4a-nfc-h16-exc4.asp
https://www.tridonic.com/com/de/products/led-treiber-lc-60w-75-330ma-flexc-nf-h16-exc4.asp
https://www.tridonic.com/com/en/products/led-driver-lc-60w-150-550ma-o4a-nfc-h16-exc4.asp
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21 mm  
height

Thanks to optimised thermal performance, the space-saving low-profile  
driver is perfect for slim designs. With its combination of good efficiency,  
long service life and a wide range of wattages and output currents, the  
essence driver (SNC4) has all the essential features for simple, functional  
and reliable lighting solutions.

 — Constant current driver for luminaire installation

 — For luminaires in protection class I

 — Efficiency of up to 94 % 

 — Choice of fixed output currents (200 to 350 mA) using DIP switches

 — Withstands ambient temperatures from –20 to +60 °C

 — Thermal protection as per EN 61347-2-13 C5e

 — Nominal lifetime up to 50,000 hours

Driver flexC lp SNC4 
LC 25 W / 35 W / 50 W / 65 W

Available products 
LC 25 W 200-350 mA flexC lp SNC4
LC 35 W 200-350 mA flexC lp SNC4
LC 50 W 200-350 mA flexC lp SNC4
LC 65 W 200-350 mA flexC lp SNC4

https://www.tridonic.com/com/de/products/led-treiber-lc-25w-200-350ma-flexc-lp-snc4.asp
https://www.tridonic.com/com/de/products/led-treiber-lc-35w-200-350ma-flexc-lp-snc4.asp
https://www.tridonic.com/com/de/products/led-treiber-lc-50w-200-350ma-flexc-lp-snc4.asp
https://www.tridonic.com/com/de/products/led-treiber-lc-65w-200-350ma-flexc-lp-snc4.asp
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sceneCOM evo
REST API functionality

 Control functions:  
   — on/off switching, up/down dimming, scene recall etc.

 Query and monitoring functions: 
  — Obtain structure info, luminaire status, fault status, active energy information etc.

 Sensor values and state, including error states:  
   — Obtain input contact values (open/close)
   — Retrieve presence sensor values (presence/absence/not available)
   — Get light sensor intensity value (lux), and free-standing luminaire values with all data

Emergency functionality and data:
   — All emergency-related functions and data available

Scope:  
A third party system can use the REST API interface to manage,  
monitor and retrieve data from a sceneCOM evo installation.

Available 

from July 

2022
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sceneCOM evo
Security package

 
The Security package brings a series of improvements in  
terms of overall sceneCOM evo software product security.

 — Capability to support externally signed certificates 

 — Improved password protection 

 — Improved encryption and authentication routines 

 — Updated OS in sceneCOM evo controller to Debian 10  

Available 

from July 

2022

sceneCOM evo DA2 Controller
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sceneCOM evo
Service level improvements

Scope:  
The service level improvement brings with it a series of  
gains to simplify and speed up commissioning activities. 

 —  Set defaults for device name and scenes 
 Device name: name and counter per device type 
 Default scenes: number, name, pictogram

 — Address luminaires without reboot in case of a hot-plug 

More information >

Available 

from July 

2022

sceneCOM evo DA2 Controller

https://www.tridonic.com/com/en/products/scenecom-evo-da2.asp
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If we are to achieve the desired  
effect on melatonin we need  
a cold colour temperature, but  
we have added cyan to make  
the light more pleasant for the  
workplace (4,200 Kelvin). 
 

The office lighting module is equipped with a special colour 
spectrum that has a positive effect on the concentration and 
motivation of employees. 

 — Ideal for linear and area luminaires

 — Perfect light homogeneity, even when several  
modules are combined

 — Colour temperature: 4,200 K

 — Melanopic proportion MEER 0.91

 — Module lengths: 280 mm, 560 mm

 — Plug-in terminals for quick and easy wiring

 — Wide range of matching extruded lenses and covers

 — Nominal life-time up to 60,000 hours

More information >

Module LLE 24 mm 1,100 lm Activating Light HV EXC1

Module LLE 24 mm 1,100 lm  
Activating Light HV EXC1

https://www.tridonic.com/com/en/products/led-module-lle-24mm-1100lm-activating-light-hv-exc1.asp
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The linear module series for Tunable White applications offers  
a choice of colour rendering between Ra > 80 and Ra > 90,  
enabling specific lighting requirements to be met even more 
specifically. 

 — Module for linear and surface luminaires

 — Covers all colour temperatures from 2,700 to 6,500 Kelvin

 — Colour rendering: Ra > 80 and Ra > 90

 — Lengths: 140 mm, 280 mm, 560 mm

 — Can be optimally combined with DT8 drivers from Tridonic

 — Excellent thermal management

 — Plug-in terminals for easy wiring from module to module 

 — Nominal life-time up to 72,000 hours  

More information >

Tunable White module LLE 24 mm LV PRE3

Tunable White module LLE  
24 x 280 mm 1,100 lm LV PRE3

https://www.tridonic.com/com/en/products/tunable-white-led-module-lle-24mm-1100lm-cri80-lv-pre3.asp
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The DALI-2-certified driver for single-battery-supplied
emergency luminaires is the first emergency lighting  
driver to meet the DALI-2 specifications. And, thanks to  
lumDATA, luminaire and energy data can be saved  
and transmitted.

 — Emergency light driver for single-battery-supplied  
emergency lighting

 — Available with either self-test function (ST)  
or automatic test function (PRO)

 — lumDATA: DALI-2 parts 251 (luminaire data),  
252 (energy reporting) and 253 (diagnostics & maintenance)

 — Rated operating time: 1, 2 or 3 hours

 — SELV for output voltage < 60 V DC

 — Long-life LiFePO4 battery with Tridonic LiFeGuard

More information >

Driver EM powerLED 1-4 W ST/PRO

Driver EM powerLED 1-4 W ST/PRO

https://www.tridonic.com/com/en/products/em-powerled-selftest-fx-lifepo4-1-2w.asp
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The new SLE module combines homogeneous distribution  
with three module sizes and excellent thermal management
for simpler applications. 

 — Module sizes: LES06, LES09 and LES15

 — Colour temperatures: 3,000 K, 3,500 K, 4,000 K

 — High colour rendering Ra > 80 and Ra > 90

 — Narrow colour tolerance MacAdam 3

 — Homogeneous radiation thanks to Dam&Fill technology

 — Excellent thermal management thanks to COB technology

 — Mounting holes for M3 screws

 — Nominal life-time up to  60,000 hours

More information >

Module SLE R SNC8

Module SLE 9 mm R SNC8 3,000 K

https://www.tridonic.com/com/en/products/led-module-sle-snc8.asp
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The wide input voltage range and the ENEC and UL certification make 
the new SNC3 series a true universalist. The 1–10 input, 24 V auxiliary 
power supply has a wide operating window, programmable via NFC,  
enabling flexible integration into luminaires for outdoor use, horticulture 
and industry.

 — Dimmable IP67/IP66 constant current driver 
wide input voltage range

 — Tested acc. to salt spray test (ISO 9227)

 — UL and ENEC certified

 — 0–10 V input with 1 to 100 % dimming range

 — Flexible operating window of 200–1,400 mA

 — Configurable via NFC

 — Aux Output

 — Ambient Temperature -40 to 60 °C

 — External temperature guard (NTC)

More information >

Driver LCO flexC 0–10 V NF L SNC3 
75 W / 100 W / 150 W / 200 W / 240 W / 300 W

Driver LCO 150 W 200–1,400 mA  
flexC 0–10 V NF L SNC3

https://www.tridonic.com/com/en/products/led-drivers-linear-area-dimming-outdoor.asp


Light you want to follow. 
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Headquarters
Tridonic GmbH & Co KG
Färbergasse 15 | 6851 Dornbirn, Austria 
T +43 5572 395-0 | F +43 5572 20176
www.tridonic.com | sales@tridonic.com 

https://twitter.com/tridonic?lang=de
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCxrQiey2meQXhSDAbDc2DMA
https://www.linkedin.com/company/tridonic/

